Programme UF1

**Grammaire**

- present simple
- adverbs of frequency
- love / like / enjoy + -ing
- there is / there are
- some / any
- have / have got
- past simple (regular and irregular verbs)
- mass and count nouns: some / a lot of / much / many

**Vocabulaire**

- everyday activities
- classroom vocabulary
- in the office
- free time activities
- numbers
- time expressions
- prepositions of location
- travel
- food

**Communication**

- introductions
- greetings and goodbyes
- telling the time
- asking for and giving directions
- asking for travel information
- spelling
- offers and requests
- telephoning: starting a call / leaving a message / telephone numbers
Programme UF2

Grammaire
- comparative and superlative adjectives
- present continuous
- future : will / going to
- modal verbs ; should / may / can / have to
- present perfect (introduction)

Vocabulaire
- dates
- money
- trends
- hotel files
- verbs with prepositions

Communication
- welcoming a visitor
- writing emails and faxes
- invitations
- suggestions
- telephoning : making and changing arrangements / answering phone messages
Programme UF3

Grammaire
- present simple
- present simple / present continuous
- past simple
- future : present continuous / be going to
- quantifiers (some… / a lot of… / a few…)
- comparatives and superlatives

Thèmes et vocabulaire
- First meetings : English in the world, daily routines
- The world of work : Describing a company, office routines
- Challenges : Solo achievements, sports and leisure
- Plans : Booking (and being on) a holiday
- Slow down and enjoy life : Lifestyles, at the restaurant
- Transformations : Travelling by plane, making arrangements

Communication
- introductions, greetings, goodbyes
- making contact
- welcoming a visitor
- writing emails, staying at a hotel
- at a restaurant
- making arrangements
Programme UF4

Grammaire

- past simple / present perfect simple
- modal verbs
- present perfect simple / continuous
- future : will
- if-clauses
- passive voice

Thèmes et vocabulaire

- Changing lives : talking about companies, changes and trends, graphs
- Crossing cultures : cultural differences and how to behave abroad
- For over a century : company developments and emerging economies
- Will our planet survive ? : global warming, living longer
- Getting around in cities : public transport, pollution
- Making products

Communication

- opinions and suggestions, agreeing and disagreeing
- invitations
- offers and requests
- asking for information
- social responses
- thanking for hospitality
- saying goodbye